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1. Determination of the major drivers of atrial fibrillation:
The approach of the CATCH ME partners
The starting point of our work in CATCH ME was the observation that there
is an intellectual and clinical disconnect between the known mechanisms of
atrial fibrillation (AF) and current management (1).

Figure 1: The current disconnect between knowledge about AF mechanisms
and treatment options. Reproduced from (1).

Broadly speaking, the CATCH ME partner joined up aiming to at least
partially bridge this disconnect applying multimodel translational research.
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Figure 2: Multimodal research approach aiming to determine clinical
markers for different types of patients with AF. Reproduced from (1).

2. Individual drivers of AF
2.1 Epicardial Adipose tissue and AF: pathophysiology, origin and
imaging
It is now admitted that AF is most often the clinical expression of an atrial
cardiomyopathy. This atrial cardiomyopathy is characterized by complex
alterations of the atrial electrical and histological properties that compose
the substrate of AF. Heart failure, hypertension, valve diseases, diabetes,
obesity or ageing are clinical settings associated with the progression of the
atrial cardiomyopathy which paves the way of the arrhythmia.
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The remodelling of subepicardium is an important determinant of the atrial
cardiomyopathy. A dense and pack fibrosis intermingled with myocytes and
fatty infiltrates is observed in the atrial subepicardium of patients in
permanent AF. Moreover, fibrotic remodelling of the subepicardium has
been shown to be a major mechanism underlying the electrical dissociation
within the atrial myocardial wall, between sub-epicardium and subendocardium, and, hence, the formation of the arrhythmogenic substrate of
AF.
However, the biological mechanisms underlying the remodelling of the
subepicardium are still poorly known. The epicardial adipose tissue (EAT)
can contribute to the fibrotic remodelling of the subepicardium by secreting
adipokines such as activing-A that freely diffuse into the neighbouring
myocardium. In addition, the adipose tissue depot commonly seen in the
subepicardium can be replaced by fibrosis through an immune process
mediated by CD8+ T lymphocytes. Indeed, these mechanisms together with
the regulation atrial redox status by EAT and the silencing by fatty infiltrates
of atrial excitability are potential explanations of the relationship between
EAT abundance and AF.
The outer mesothelial layer of the heart, or epicardium, could contribute to
subepicardium remodelling. This cardiac layer contains a number of
multipotent progenitor cells that can undergo an epithelial-to-mesenchymal
transition (EMT) process, giving rise to multipotent mesenchymal
epicardium-derived cells (EPDCs). We previously reported that atrial EPDCs
can migrate out of the epicardium, undergo an EMT and differentiate into
adipocytes contributing to EAT expansion (8, 9). In the ventricular
myocardium, the epicardium can be also a source of fibroblasts that are
involved in fibrosis of ischemic and failing myocardium.
In this context, we have addressed the following questions:
1. What are the mechanisms regulating the expansion of adipose tissue
versus the accumulation of fibrosis in atrial epicardial area and what is
the pathophysiological significance of this switch?
2. Is it possible to detect fibro-fatty infiltration of the subepicardium in
patients and can this parameter be used as biomarker of the atrial
cardiomyopathy?
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1. Mechanisms regulating the expansion of adipose tissue versus the
accumulation of fibrosis
The main finding of this part of the study is that the epicardium is activated
during the atrial remodelling as indicated by both its expansion and the
presence of number of EPDC-derived cells in fibrotic subepicardium of
human atria. The activation of the epicardium predominates in samples
from aged patients and clinical conditions associated with the development
of the atrial cardiomyopathy. Using experimental models of atrial
cardiomyopathy, we demonstrated that the activation of the epicardium
occurs at the early stage of the atrial cardiomyopathy. Single cell sequencing
analysis reveals that these epicardial-derived fibroblasts arise from the
differentiation of a subset of resident epicardial progenitors distinct from
progenitors that differentiate into adipocytes. We identified distinct
signalling pathways and peptides regulating the differentiation of these
distinct epicardial progenitors. The present study together with previous
ones showing an epicardial origin of adipocytes of EAT, indicate that the
epicardium is a key regulator of cell homeostasis/remodelling of adult atrial
myocardium that can participate in the development of the atrial
cardiomyopathy. This study is under consideration in the journal Nature
Communication.

2.2 Clinical imaging of fibro-fatty infiltration of the
subepicardium.
We studied the capacity of magnetic resonance imaging to identify
histological components of the atrial myocardium, notably the fibro fatty
infiltration of the subepicardium. Two goals were identified: 1) to identify
an MRI imaging parameter that correlates with the histology determinant of
the atrial myocardium and 2) to develop new MRI sequences to improve the
imaging of atrial fibrosis.
Concerning the first goal, we found that the global atrial strain correlates
with the degree of fibro-fat infiltration of the atrial myocardium obtained in
a cohort of patients undergoing cardiac surgery for valve mitral repair. This
has been published (2).
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The second goal tested the hypothesis that MRI Imaging (MRI), when used
in an optimal ex vivo setting allowing high spatial resolution without motion
and flow artefacts, can help characterizing the complex 3-dimensional (3D)
left atrial (LA) wall fibrotic and fat composition in human myocardial
samples, as compared to histology with the goal to subsequently optimize
in vivo imaging. 3D MRI acquisitions including saturation recovery T1
mapping and DIXON imaging were performed at 4.0 T on nine human LA
samples collected from patients who underwent cardiac surgery.
Histological quantification of fibrosis and adipose tissue was obtained in all
samples. MRI T1 maps were clustered based on a Gaussian Mixture Model
allowing quantification of total, interstitial and fatty fibrosis components.
Fat maps were computed from DIXON in-phase and out-of-phase images
and fat fractions were calculated. MRI measurements were performed on
the same location as the histological analysis (plane) and on the entire
sample volume (3D). High correlations and levels of agreement were
observed between MRI and histology for total, interstitial and fatty fibrosis
as well as fat. We concluded that high Field ex vivo MRI was able to quantify
LA myocardial total, interstitial and fatty fibrosis with high agreement in 2D
with histology and moreover to provide 3D quantification of such
components whereas in vivo application remains a challenge (3).
Additional improvements in non-invasive clinical magnetic resonance
imaging of human atria were contributed from the Barcelona group
(4-7):
- Development and validation of novel tools to non-invasively characterize
atrial remodelling: In our attempts to non-invasively characterize
progressive atrial remodelling in patients with AF, we developed a novel,
standardized and reproducible method to identify native and postablation atrial fibrosis in magnetic resonance images. Specifically, normal
atrial myocardium intensity was characterized in a group of young,
otherwise healthy individuals, and fibrosis was defined as that atrial
myocardium falling outside normality ranges. To further characterize atrial
remodelling, we defined and validated atrial sphericity as a novel tool to
estimate changes in left atrial shape beyond left atrial dilation.
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- Usefulness of post-ablation scarring to predict recurrence and guide redo procedures. The presence and burden of peri-pulmonary vein postablation gaps detected in cardiac magnetic resonance after an ablation
procedure may predict future recurrences. Moreover, in patients
undergoing a re-do procedure after a failed ablation, the pre-procedural
identification of gaps may be useful to plan the ablation procedure by
guiding closure of gaps.

Figure 3: Identification of post-ablation scarring.
(A) Complete encircling of a pulmonary vein.
(B) Patient with a 2 cm gap in the right inferior pulmonary vein.

2.3 Characterization of the relationship between physical activity
and AF
Our work in CATCH ME provided novel insights into exercise-induced AF by
showing a U-shaped relationship between physical activity load and AF risk
in a case-control study with lone AF patients. While those individuals who
had performed limited physical activity were at a reduced risk of AF in
comparison to sedentary ones, those adding more than 2,000 lifetimeaccumulated hours were at the highest risk. Endurance athletes were at the
highest risk, in comparison to team sports (8-10).
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2.4 Alcohol-induced arrhythmias
Acute alcohol intake and AF
In retrospective case series, the occurrence of AF following acute alcohol
ingestion has been reported repeatedly. Given the coincidence of public
holidays and alcohol intake, the term ‘Holiday Heart Syndrome’ was created.
Despite the commonness of alcohol consumption, no prospective or
systematic analyses were available to support the relation.
In an attempt to substantiate acute alcohol intake as an individual driver
leading to AF, we have thus used the infrastructure of the CATCH ME
consortium to approach this issue. We have recruited 3,028 voluntary
participants at the 2015 Munich Octoberfest, a public festival well known
for its consumption of beer. At the festival, each participant received a smart
phone-based lead I electrocardiogram, a breathalyzer-based measurement
of breath alcohol concentration, and a documentation of key characteristics
(11).
We regressed the occurrence of cardiac arrhythmias with breath alcohol
concentrations, accounting for cohort characteristics and found a strongly
significantly increased prevalence of arrhythmias with higher levels of
alcohol intake (Figure 4).

Figure 4
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The relation was predominantly driven by a rise in sinus tachycardia under
the influence of alcohol. In turn, there was a significant reduction in
physiological respiratory sinus arrhythmia, a simple measure of heart rate
variability and thus autonomic tone. Given the young mean age of our
cohort and the lack of follow up, we were not able to identify a significant
association between AF and alcohol intake. However, we were able to find
AF in 0.59% of study participants (Figure 5) (12).

Figure 5
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We speculate that the relation between alcohol and arrhythmias is in part
explained by an alcohol-induced alteration of the cardiac autonomic tone.
To follow up on this hypothesis, we are currently using a controlled setting,
in which alcohol is administered intra-venously. Autonomic tone is assessed
by two distinct measures: Deceleration Capacity (DC), a marker of
parasympathetic activation, and Periodic Repolarization Dynamics (PRC), a
marker of sympathetic activation.
Circulatory micro RNAs and AF
Micro RNAs (miRNAs) are small oligonucleotides. They are encoded in the
genome and following transcription, they are processed through several
steps, until they are about 20 base pairs in length. Numerous miRNAs exist,
and in most instances, they act as genetic regulators by binding to the
3` untranscribed region of target genes, thereby preventing transcription of
the target genes. Whereas some miRNAs can be measured only in specific
cells or compartments, some miRNAs are circulating in peripheral blood. As
such, they may potentially serve as blood-based biomarkers that shed light
on specific, pathophysiologically relevant cellular processes.
Based on prior knowledge, we have performed a hypothesis-free screen of
miRNAs. These miRNAs were assessed in blood from two locations: in
peripheral blood obtained via standard venipuncture and in blood obtained
directly from the coronary sinus, in other words directly from the heart’s
private circulation. The underlying hypothesis was that miRNAs involved in
the regulation of transcription in the heart itself should be differentially
abundant in coronary sinus blood compared to peripheral blood. Indeed, we
have identified 15 distinct miRNAs exhibiting differential abundance
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6
Balancing assay performance and existing information on the
pathophysiological role of these 15 miRNAs, we have selected five of them
for further investigation. Particularly, we have assessed if these miRNAs
modify the response to AF ablations and found that one miRNA, miR-29b, a
known regulator of cardiac fibrosis, is significantly associated with freedom
from AF recurrence after catheter ablation for persistent AF (Figure 7).

Figure 7
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Telomere length as a marker of biological aging in AF
AF is a disease of the elderly. Both the incidence and prevalence of AF
steeply increases beyond the age of 60 years. Yet, many elderly persons do
not develop AF, whereas some relatively young individuals do develop AF.
While the biological age of a person often parallels calendar age, we
speculate that in some, biological age and calendar age differ. Advanced
biological age despite young calendar age may then be a risk factor for AF,
whereas young biological age despite advanced calendar age may be
protective.
Telomeres are the terminal ends of chromosomes and shorten with cellular
division. The length of telomeres is quantifiable and may be a measure of
biological rather than calendar age. Some prior studies of limited size have
suggested that the occurrence of AF is associated with telomere length. Yet,
results remain equivocal. Within the scope of the consortium, we have
accrued a sufficiently large cohort of AF patients and referents. In close to
3,000 AF cases and more than 3,000 referents, we are determining telomere
length by means of a quantitative PCR assay. Due to technical challenges,
the final experiments are still ongoing.

2.5 Cardiac metabolic imbalance in AF
An NMR spectroscopy study demonstrated that the ventricular metabolic
defect remains unresolved after restoration of sinus rhythm in patients with
AF (13).

2.6 PITX2, the resting membrane potential, and selection of
rhythm control therapy
Using a multimodal research approach combining experimental work in
mice with reduced PITX2 concentrations and analyses in human atrial tissue,
the Birmingham team identified a depolarised diastolic potential in atria
with reduced PITX2 concentration (14). This electrical abnormality can
explain the higher risk of AF in atria with reduced PITX2 concentrations. This
may be one of the reasons why common gene variants on chromosome
4q25 are associated with AF in genome-wide association studies (15).
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In addition, a depolarised resting membrane potential could also enhance
the effectiveness of sodium channel blockers in preventing recurrent AF,
suggesting a perspective for mechanism-based selection of rhythm control
therapy (Figure 8, (14)). This unexpected finding is undergoing further
validation in human atrial cardiomyocytes and by evaluating the effects of
external factors on the resting membrane potential, e.g. chronic
intermittent hypoxia. Ongoing work will also determine whether
cardiomyocyte PITX2 concentrations are linked to recurrent AF in patients.

Figure 8: PITX2 concentrations in the left atrium modulate the resting
membrane potential, predisposing to AF and enhancing the effectiveness of
sodium channel blockers. Reproduced from (14).

2.7 Hypercoagubility and atrial fibrosis
The team in Maastricht identified prothrombotic signalling mechanisms
linked to thrombin, leading to phosphorylation of akt and TGF-beta in atrial
tissue. This observation describes a direct link between major coagulation
pathways targeted by oral anticoagulants and formation of fibrous tissue in
atria (16).
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2.8 Identification of fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF-23) as a new
biomarker for AF
CATCH ME funded research in Birmingham identified three ‘clinical risks’ –
older aged, male sex, and a high Body Mass Index as being at high risk of AF
when they also have elevated levels of brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and
elevated levels of a protein responsible for phosphate regulation called
fibroblast growth factor-23 (FGF-23). In this study, the scientists analysed 40
common cardiovascular biomarkers in a cohort of 720 hospital patients who
were recruited between September 2014 and August 2016. To obtain the
results, the scientists combined traditional statistical analysis with
completely new and innovative machine techniques. Over 40 other plasma
biomarkers were not predictive of AF in that study. Until now, most studies
identifying biomarkers in patients with AF have been hypothesis-driven and
involved the analysis of a single or small selection of blood biomarkers (17).

Figure 9: Identification of FGF-23 (and BNP) as novel biomarkers for AF.
Reproduced from (17).
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Further analyses of biomarkers in AF created in a cooperation between the
groups in Maastricht and Birmingham suggested that cancer antigen 125
could play a role in AF (article in press, JAFib).

2.9 An adaptable, freely available software for analysis of
complex cardiac electrical data sets

Recognising the importance of analysing spatially and chronologically dense
data sets containing multiple information layers of electrical function, an
open software platform was developed that enables rapid and reproducible
analysis of electrical mapping data in experimental and clinical setting
(ElectroMap, (18)). This software has been made available to the research
community including its source code to accelerate our understanding of
electrical function of cardiac tissue in health and disease.

Figure 10: User Interface, functionality and key analyses of ElectroMap
cardiac mapping software. Reproduced from (18).
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3. Tools to improve knowledge about AF management of
patients with AF
3.1 Integrated AF care and AF apps
Integrated AF care summarises a patient-centred approach to care that aims
to deliver the following (19, 20):
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledgeable, empowered patients who understand their
conditions and “own” their management
Access to all types of treatment for all patient who need it
Easy access to care, usually close the patients’ homes
Seamless delivery of care across sectors and at all times
Multidisciplinary input into management decisions where needed,
ranging from simple decision tools to complex multidisciplinary team
advice involving patients and all required experts

These concepts, whose development was initiated prior to the start of
CATCH ME and is ongoing, were discussed and advanced by the CATCH ME
partners during the 6th AFNET/EHRA Consensus Conference (21).
The development of integrated models for AF care will take many shapes
and forms, making use of existing services and provision and considering the
needs of local and regional populations. Integration of care will require
redesigning or adapting care pathways and importantly will demand close
cross-sector cooperation to enable efficient and effective access to specialist
advice and (sub)specialist treatment for all patients who need it.
The consortium supported the development of two linked AF apps –
available on the Apple and Google stores for free download – for patients
with AF and for health professionals involved in the care of these patients,
led by the ESC. The apps are based on the 2016 ESC AF guidelines. The
recommendations are recorded for patients based on their information. The
information can be entered into the system by patients themselves via the
“MyAF” app and by health care professionals via the “AFManager” app.
Thus, taken together these apps constitute a class IIa medical device
according to current EC regulations. The patient controls his / her
information and can decide with whom to share this information.
Treatment, symptoms, events and general well-being can be recorded. The
process for developing these apps has been published, they have been
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downloaded many times (22, 23). CE certification is still pending, but
expected soon after the end of the CATCH ME project.

Figure 11: Screenshots of the “MyAF” and “AFManager” apps

3.2 Website
A project specific website (www.catch-me.info) was set up at the beginning
of CATCH ME to inform about the consortium and disseminate the news and
outcomes of the project.
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The sections of the website include:
• Summary of the CATCH ME project including its aims
• Information on the Consortium institutions and its individual members
• Regular news posts on milestones achieved (CATCH ME results
presented at conferences and meetings etc.)
• Results section with dedicated pages on milestones achieved, e.g.
CATCH ME apps, Consensus Conferences, Training Modules, and work
package outcomes
• List of CATCH ME related publications

3.3 Educational Course
The ESC together with the AFNET and the other CATCH ME consortium
partners have developed and published an educational course on the ESC elearning online platform (ESCel) to disseminate the new knowledge
generated by the CATCH ME consortium.
This online course aims to improve the prevention and treatment of atrial
fibrillation and its complications by providing a selection of video tutorials,
publications and conference sessions.
It is available to any user with a My ESC account and by its accreditation by
UEMS EACCME users can earn CME (Continuing Medical Education) credits
when passing the multiple-choice tests.
The CATCH ME educational course includes the following modules:
•
•
•
•

Module 1:2016 ESC AF guidelines general
Module 2: Integrated AF care
Module 3: CATCH ME AFManager HCP app
Module 4: CATCH ME MyAF app

• Module 5: Non-invasive characterization of mechanisms underlying
AF pathology
• Module 6: Tailoring anticoagulation in challenging situations
• Module 7: New tools to improve AF care
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A training booklet to accompany the online course was developed and
guides the user through the material available online. This booklet is
distributed to and by the CATCH ME partners and at various European
conferences (e.g. ESC Congress, EHRA Congress).

3.4 AFNET/EHRA Consensus Conferences
The 6th AFNET/EHRA Joint Consensus Conference was jointly held by the
Atrial Fibrillation NETwork (AFNET), the European Heart Rhythm Association
(EHRA) and the CATCH ME consortium from 17th to 19th January 2017 in the
European Heart House of the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) in Sophia
Antipolis, France (21). This edition of the biannual conference entitled
„Integrating new approaches to atrial fibrillation in an era of digital
evolution” focused on the new ESC guidelines for treatment of AF.
The scientific organizing committee of the six cardiologists Prof. Günter
Breithardt (Münster, DE), Prof. John Camm (London, UK), Prof. Gerhard
Hindricks (Leipzig, DE), Prof. Paulus Kirchhof (Birmingham, UK), Prof.
Gregory Lip (Birmingham, UK) and Prof. Ulrich Schotten (Maastricht, NL)
invited over 70 key opinion leaders in AF from science and industry to
discuss the latest development in the field. These stakeholders came from
15 European countries, Australia, Canada, Turkey and the USA, to allow for
an international perspective. After an intensive morning of short overview
presentations, the experts discussed in six parallel break-out sessions
specific questions regarding diagnosis and therapy of AF – starting from
screening to interdisciplinary teams for treatment. The summarized results
of these sessions were discussed in the plenary to achieve a consensus with
the whole group.
In the final part of the conference, the Writing Committee of selected
participants put down the results of the meeting in a Consensus Statement
which has been published in the peer reviewed journal EP Europace in
January 2018 (21).
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The 7th AFNET/EHRA Joint Consensus Conference was jointly held by AFNET,
EHRA and the CATCH ME consortium for a second time. This 2019 edition of
the conference held from 14th to 16th March in Lisbon, Portugal, just before
the 2019 EHRA congress, focussed on “Management of patients with atrial
fibrillation: New therapies and special populations”.
The scientific organizing committee consisted of the four cardiologists Prof.
Hein Heidbuchel (Antwerp, BE – EHRA president), Prof. Gerhard Hindricks
(Leipzig, DE – former EHRA president), Prof. Paulus Kirchhof (Birmingham,
UK – AFNET chairperson and CATCH ME coordinator), and Prof. Ulrich
Schotten (Maastricht, NL – AFNET board of directors and CATCH ME
partner). Together with over 60 additional international key opinion leaders
in AF coming from eleven European countries, Canada and the USA and
covering the clinical, scientific and industry perspective, they addressed
different fields of AF starting with short presentations in the following
sessions:
•
•
•

Stratification of patients with AF (CATCH ME session)
Rhythm control therapy - an update
Stroke prevention

In these sessions some of the results from the CATCH ME project were
presented for the first time to a wider audience and offered the great
opportunity to discuss these with a panel of international experts.
The concluding panel discussion set the stage for the subsequent eight
parallel break-out sessions in which specific questions were addressed in
small working groups. The topics covered were:
•
•
•
•
•

Biomarkers for AF – diagnosis, prognostication, stratified therapy
How can changes in atrial tissue characteristics advance the concept of
atrial cardiomyopathy and ultimately inform patient management?
Treatment of underlying conditions and life style changes
– value for prevention of AF and for management of patients with AF
When to initiate anticoagulation: Do we need dynamic risk factors
What to do when anticoagulation fails
/difficult decisions in anticoagulation
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•
•
•

Developing better rhythm control therapy – patient pathways,
combination therapy, therapy selection, monitoring of success
AF and heart failure – what to do?
Access to therapy and quality of care

The outcomes of these sessions were discussed in the plenary to achieve a
consensus with all participants. This consensus was combined by Writing
Committee of selected participants into a consensus paper which will be
published later in 2019.

Figure 12: 7th AFNET/EHRA Consensus Conference programme
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